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SUMMARY
Dynamic UX Designer adept at creating enterprise digital experiences across diverse platforms.
Proficient in user-centric design principles, user research, wireframing, and prototyping. Skilled
collaborator with a focus on delivering seamless user journeys that align with business goals.
Committed to staying updated on emerging trends to enhance design standards and drive product
success.

EXPERIENCE
UX Designer, Burns & McDonnell | June 2023 - Present

- Aligned organizational branding guidelines with Google's Material 3 design framework,
seamlessly integrating it across three distinct web-based products.

- Assisted in the development and integration of an advanced design system to drive the
evolution of the company's brand identity on its corporate website.

- Utilized HotJar analytics to meticulously evaluate usability metrics on three corporate
websites, delivering thorough reports with actionable insights and recommendations.

- Executed comprehensive competitive analyses across six critical areas of corporate website
functionality, leveraging wireframes to inform strategic design decisions.

UX Design Intern, Burns & McDonnell | June 2022 - August 2022

- Developed wireframes for seven pivotal pages on the corporate website, ensuring
comprehensive visualization and planning of user interactions.

- Orchestrated a strategic approach to user testing, aimed at refining the presentation and
organization of the company's service offerings to enhance user experience and engagement.

UX/UI Design Intern, LeadSigma | May 2021 - August 2021
- Conceptualized and implemented a streamlined self-onboarding process for new clients,

enhancing the user experience and facilitating a smoother transition into product usage.
- Redesigned the company's website and web app interfaces to enhance clarity and

information delivery, boosting user engagement and conversion rates.

EDUCATION
Purdue University
B.S. in User Experience Design
Minor in Human Development and
Family Studies

SKILLS

Prototyping
Competitive
Analysis
Usability Testing

Prototyping
Figma
Touchpoint
Inventory

Stakeholder
Mapping
Content Audit
Journey Mapping
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